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Man-made eruptions - 'Plan B' in the battle for the planet 
By Steve Connor, Science Editor 

Royal Society says geo-engineering projects may help limit global warming 

Some of Britain's most distinguished scientists have put their names behind controversial proposals to engineer the global 
climate with highly ambitious technology projects if international attempts to control man-made emissions of greenhouse 
gases show serious signs of failing.

The Royal Society, the UK's national academy of sciences, has warned that if political leaders fail to reach agreement and 
enforce a significant reduction in carbon dioxide emissions following the climate conference in Copenhagen this 
December there may be no other option left than to introduce drastic measures involving the "geo-engineering" of the 
global climate.

A group of eminent scientists appointed by the Royal Society said in a report published yesterday that future efforts to 
reduce greenhouse gases needed to be much more successful than they had been so far if geo-engineering was to be 
avoided as a way of cooling a dangerously overheated planet.

"Geo-engineering the Earth's climate is very likely to be technically possible. However, the technology to do so is barely 
formed, and there are major uncertainties regarding its effectiveness and environmental impacts," the report says.

Geo-engineering projects range from schemes to fertilise marine plankton with iron powder to injecting sulphate particles 
into the atmosphere in order to simulate the cooling effects of volcanic eruptions. All are controversial and none are 
without some risk but they should nevertheless be taken seriously if conventional measures to limit carbon dioxide 
emissions fail to stop potentially dangerous climate change, the Royal Society said. 

Professor John Shepherd, an earth scientist at the National Oceanography Centre in Southampton, who chaired the 
Royal Society's working group, said that geo-engineering had to be prepared as a backup in case the "plan A" discussed 
in Copenhagen fails. "[Geo-engineering] is a plan B, but a very real plan B that has to be taken seriously," Professor 
Shepherd said.

"It is an unpalatable truth that unless we can succeed in greatly reducing carbon dioxide emissions we are headed for a 
very uncomfortable and challenging climate future, and geo-engineering will be the only option left to limit further 
temperature increases," Professor Shepherd said.

"Our research found that some geo-engineering techniques could have serious unintended and detrimental effects on 
many people and ecosystems yet we are still failing to take the only action that will prevent us from having to rely on 
them," he said. "Geo-engineering and is consequences are the price we may have to pay for failing to act on climate 
change." 

The report recommended that Britain should spend £10m a year on research into geo-engineering schemes, which is 
about a tenth of the Government research budget on climate change.

The Royal Society's report, which took 18 months to prepare, was welcomed by Professor John Beddington, the 
Government's chief scientific adviser, who said that it was time to treat geo-engineering seriously. "Some kind of modest 
investment in geo-engineering is what we should be thinking about now," Professor Beddington said.

"There are going to be emergencies that we did not expect and we need to think about how to deal with them. Geo-
engineering techniques are not the solution but they are part of the solution."
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In the past decades, geo-engineering has gone from almost pariah status to a subject that scientists can talk about in 
public without fear of ridicule. However, many climate scientists are worried that political leaders will use the debate to 
suggest that there is a workable alternative to deep and painful cuts in carbon dioxide emissions.

"Geo-engineering is creeping on to the agenda because governments seem incapable of standing up to the vested 
interests of the fossil fuel lobby who will use it to undermine the emissions reduction we can do safely," said Doug Parr, 
from Greenpeace. "Intervening in our planet's systems carries huge risks." 

'Plan B': The weapons in science's armoury

Spraying seawater into the air to generate clouds and injecting sulphate into the atmosphere to simulate the cooling 
effects of volcanic explosions are two geo-engineering ideas considered by Britain's leading scientific body. A Royal 
Society report defines geo-engineering as the deliberate, large-scale manipulation of the environment to counteract 
climate change caused by greenhouse gas emissions.

The report divides geo-engineering schemes into two categories: techniques to remove carbon dioxide from the air to 
counterbalance emissions directly, and projects to offset the warming effects of increased greenhouses gases by 
reflecting sunlight into space. In terms of solar radiation, the report reviews ideas ranging from painting roofs white to 
space-based mirrors. It says these technologies are cheaper and faster-acting than carbon dioxide removal but have 
several drawbacks: they don't address the root cause of global warming or ocean acidification.

It says methods to remove carbon dioxide would be preferable to solar radiation management methods, because "they 
effectively returned the climate system to closer to its natural state" and involved fewer uncertainties and risks. The 
problem with many carbon-reduction schemes that do not involve reforestation is that they are largely unproven and 
expensive. One idea is the enhanced weathering of silicate rocks, a natural process where carbon dioxide in the air reacts 
with silicate minerals to form carbonate rocks which effectively trap the gaseous carbon dioxide. Another is the capture of 
carbon dioxide by devices that can filter the air, perhaps using solar energy to power the process.

A variation on this theme is the proposal to fertilise the oceans with iron to stimulate algal blooms that could in theory 
capture carbon dioxide and convert it to solid material which would fall to the seabed. But the Royal Society warned of 
that project's possible unintended consequences for the marine environment.
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